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The first time Terrill Willson moved out of his physical body, he had never heard of Soul Travel. It

just happened. But this exciting taste of life beyond death made him want to do it again - this time in

full, conscious control. Then a friend gave him a book on Eckankar, the Ancient Science of Soul

Travel. The author, Paul Twitchell, suggested that getting out of the body was completely natural - a

latent ability that most people leave behind with childhood. The book, ECKANKAR - The Key to

Secret Worlds, outlined six step-by-step exercises for Soul Travel. With these simple techniques,

Terrill began his experiment with Soul Travel, taking precious hours from sleep after a long day's

work on a Mississippi riverboat. This is the story of his successes and setbacks, fantastic journeys,

and human self-doubts. Terrill Willson has written his experiences to prove that anyone who is

willing to devote time and effort in a sincere manner can learn Soul Travel. Never again will there be

a need to argue, speculate, or debate over the questions of life after death. Just one conscious Soul

Travel experience can transform anyone, claims Willson, whether believer or non-believer. Soul

Travel is proof of the immortality of Soul. It is the first step to the Kingdom of Light and Truth.

Perhaps it is the way for you.
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The first time Terrill Willson moved out of his physical body, he had never heard of Soul Travel. It

just happened. But this exciting taste of life beyond death made him want to do it again - this time in

full, conscious control. Then a friend gave him a book on Eckankar, the Ancient Science of Soul

Travel. The author, Paul Twitchell, suggested that getting out of the body was completely natural - a



latent ability that most people leave behind with childhood. The book, ECKANKAR - The Key to

Secret Worlds, outlined six step-by-step exercises for Soul Travel. With these simple techniques,

Terrill began his experiment with Soul Travel, taking precious hours from sleep after a long day's

work on a Mississippi riverboat. This is the story of his successes and setbacks, fantastic journeys,

and human self-doubts. Terrill Willson has written his experiences to prove that anyone who is

willing to devote time and effort in a sincere manner can learn Soul Travel. Never again will there be

a need to argue, speculate, or debate over the questions of life after death. Just one conscious Soul

Travel experience can transform anyone, claims Willson, whether believer or non-believer. Soul

Travel is proof of the immortality of Soul. It is the first step to the Kingdom of Light and Truth.

Perhaps it is the way for you.

Down to earth, easy to read and understand. Every book gives a different perspective on OBE and

this one has unique and interesting techniques and ideas. Author is very honest on his successes

and his failings. Would recommend to anyone's library who has an interest in the subject.

Really informative and spiritually inspiring book.

Complete, and documents the struggles and difficulties that one faces when reaching for higher

levels of consciousness. It would seem that Mr. Wilson makes Soul Travel harder than it really is,

but then, each person's experience is different. Just the same, I have never known anyone that had

to work so hard to experience Soul Travel. Recommended reading for those interested in Eckankar,

members of Eckankar, or those who are interested in experiencing themselves as Soul: Immortal,

eternal, and indestructable
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